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ABSTRACT

Magnonics attracts increasing attention in the view of low-energy computation technologies based on spin waves. Recently, spin-wave propa-
gation in longitudinally magnetized nano-scaled spin-wave conduits was demonstrated, proving the fundamental feasibility of magnonics at
the sub-100 nm scale. Transversely magnetized nano-conduits, which are of great interest in this regard as they offer a large group velocity
and a potentially chirality-based protected transport of energy, have not yet been investigated due to their complex internal magnetic field
distribution. Here, we present a study of propagating spin waves in a transversely magnetized nanoscopic yttrium iron garnet conduit of
50 nm width. Space and time-resolved microfocused Brillouin-light-scattering spectroscopy is employed to measure the spin-wave group
velocity and decay length. A long-range spin-wave propagation is observed with a decay length of up to (8.06 1.5) lm and a large spin-wave
lifetime of up to (44.76 9.1) ns. The results are supported with micromagnetic simulations, revealing a broad single-mode frequency range
and the absence of a mode localized to the edges. Furthermore, a frequency nonreciprocity for counter-propagating spin waves is observed in
the simulations and the experiment, caused by the trapezoidal cross section of the structure. The revealed long-distance spin-wave propaga-
tion on the nano-scale is particularly interesting for an application in spin-wave devices, allowing for long-distance transport of information
in magnonic circuits and low-energy device architectures.

VC 2021 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0045570

Magnonics, the research field of spin-wave based data transport
and information processing, aims to complement CMOS-based com-
putation technology by replacing the charge-based binary logic with a
wave-based logic.1–4 Utilizing spin waves as information carriers pro-
vides a variety of advantages such as a high energy efficiency due to
the absence of Ohmic losses5–7 and additional degrees of freedom
since frequency and phase of a spin wave are readily accessible.8

Moreover, spin-wave systems inherit a multitude of nonlinear mecha-
nisms9–11 while being scalable to the nano-scale,12,13 allowing for a
unique device architecture14,15 and simultaneously reducing the device
feature size to sizes comparable to or even smaller than their CMOS-
based equivalent.16 A large number of spin-wave based devices and
logic elements have been realized in recent years, such as transistors,3

majority gates,17,18 or directional coupler,11,16 with many more theo-
retical concepts proposed.19–21 While being well investigated on the
macro- and microscale, the study of nano-sized magnonic elements
has just scratched the surface due to the limited spin-wave propagation
distance on this scale and the difficulties accompanying the fabrication
of nano-sized magnetic elements. Only recent progress pushed the go-
to material of magnonics, yttrium iron garnet (YIG), to the nano-
scale12 revealing a reasonably large exponential decay length of 1.8lm
in longitudinally magnetized YIG nano-conduits.13 Although a further
perfection of material growth or the usage of different materials with
improved characteristics might allow for an increase in the spin-wave
propagation length, it is already apparent that the dominating loss
channels in such systems are not intrinsic processes,22 but extrinsic
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scattering processes mediated by lattice defects, surface roughness, or
magnetic inhomogeneities.13 Thus, approaches to avoid and eliminate
these scattering processes are of great interest. Among them, the trans-
port of information using topologically protected (e.g., based on the
Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction23–25) or backscattering immune
(caused by the intrinsic spin-wave mode chirality) spin-wave states is
investigated. As it has been shown recently, magnetostatic surface
waves (MSSWs22) feature such a backscattering immunity to surface
defects due to the presence of energy gaps in the volume mode spec-
trum, rendering them insensitive to significant structural defects.26 In
addition, in commonly used nanometer thick micrometer-sized struc-
tures, MSSWs are known to provide a much larger group velocity in
comparison to other spin-wave modes22,27 (see the supplementary
material for a detailed comparison), which renders these waves an
interesting subject of investigation regarding a long-distance data
transport in magnonic circuits. However, MSSWs require a transverse
magnetization state, leading to a strongly nonuniform internal mag-
netic field distribution in laterally confined nano-structures, which
causes the formation of localized edge-mode states and separated
center-mode states.28–30 For nano-scaled conduits, this field nonuni-
formity is even more pronounced and, in addition, a strong quantiza-
tion is present, resulting in a complex interplay. Therefore, the mode
structure in transversely magnetized nano-scaled systems is still an
open question.

Here, we report on the investigation of propagating spin waves in
a transversely magnetized nano-sized YIG conduit of 50 nm width.
We show that spin waves can propagate in such a waveguide in spite
of the strong nonuniformity of the internal magnetic field, observing a
large spin-wave decay length up to 8lm. In addition, a nonreciprocity
for counter-propagating spin waves is observed, which opens up the
path for different device architectures. The experimental findings are
supported with micromagnetic simulations, revealing a broad single-
mode frequency range and the absence of a mode localized to the
edges.

In this study, a thin lanthanum-doped (111) YIG film of 44 nm
thickness is used, which is grown by liquid phase epitaxy7,31 on top of
a 500lm thick (111) gadolinium gallium garnet substrate. A charac-
terization of the plain film by means of vector network analyzer
ferromagnetic resonance spectroscopy32 and microfocused Brillouin-
light-scattering (BLS) spectroscopy33 revealed the following material
parameters: saturation magnetization Ms ¼ ð140:762:8Þ kA m�1,
Gilbert damping parameter a ¼ ð1:7560:08Þ � 10�4, inhomoge-
neous linewidth broadening l0DH0 ¼ ð0:1860:01Þ mT, and
exchange constant Aex ¼ ð4:2260:21Þ pJ m�1. These parameters are
within the typical range for high-quality thin YIG films.7,31 Nano-
scopic waveguides were fabricated using a hard mask ion beammilling
procedure,13 resulting in conduits with a trapezoidal cross section. The
bottom of the structure is 85 nmwide, while the top width is as narrow
as 50nm, which was determined by scanning electron microscopy (see
Fig. 1). Afterward, a gold coplanar waveguide (CPW) antenna was
added on top of the waveguide with a center-to-center distance of
ground and signal line of 1.2lm, a linewidth of 500nm, and a thick-
ness of 160 nm. In the experiment, a large bias magnetic field of
l0Hext ¼ 270 mT is applied in-plane along the short axis of the struc-
ture to ensure a transversely magnetized state. Radio frequency (RF)
continuous-wave (cw) currents or pulses with a length of 50 ns and a
repetition time of 350ns are generated and fed into the CPW antenna

using an RF generator in combination with a fast switch and filter ele-
ments. Subsequently, propagating spin-wave packets are excited in the
YIG waveguide and are detected using microfocused BLS spectros-
copy. A single-frequency laser operating at 457nm is used, which is
focused through the substrate of the sample on the structure using a
compensating microscope objective (magnification 100� and numeri-
cal aperture NA ¼ 0:85). In-plane spin-wave wavevectors up to
k ¼ 24 rad lm�1 can be detected. The laser spot diameter is approxi-
mately 300nm, and the effective laser power on the sample is 5 mW.
To support the findings, micromagnetic simulations are performed
using the MuMax3 open source framework.34 The trapezoidal wave-
guide is modeled with the following dimensions: 20lm length, 85 nm
and 50nm bottom and top width, respectively, and 44nm thickness.
The cell size is 10� 2:5� 5:5 nm�3, thus introducing eight thickness
layers with varying discrete widths. The material parameters of the
plain film are used in the simulations since it has been shown that the
structuring process only has a moderate influence on the structure
properties.13 An external magnetic field of l0Hext ¼ 270 mT is applied
in-plane along the short axis of the structure, and a ground state is
prepared by relaxing a random magnetization distribution. Afterward,
a driving magnetic field is applied with a spatial field distribution
corresponding to the CPW antennas magnetic field to excite spin-

FIG. 1. Experimental setup and scanning electron microscopy micrograph of the
structure under investigation. A large bias magnetic field of l0Hext ¼ 270 mT is
used to magnetize the waveguide along the short axis (y-direction). Spin-wave
packets are generated by feeding RF current pulses into a CPW antenna on top of
the YIG waveguide. Frequency and spatial and time-resolved scans are performed
using microfocused BLS. The structure exhibits a trapezoidal cross section with top
and bottom widths of 50 nm and 85 nm, respectively, caused by the fabrication pro-
cess. The spin-wave wavelength and laser spot size are not up to the scale.
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wave packets. Time- and spatial Fourier transformations allow to
extract the dispersion relationship and connected parameters.

First, the spin-wave spectra are investigated for the case of a cw
microwave excitation. The results are presented in Fig. 2 for different
distances to the CPW antenna, 1.5lm [Fig. 2(a)] and 7lm [Fig. 2(b)],
respectively. The applied microwave power is varied to reveal the pos-
sible occurrence of nonlinear scattering processes, which would act as
additional loss channels and influence a measurement of the decay
length of the system. As shown in Fig. 2(a), the shape of the spectrum
is conserved for different applied powers, thus indicating that no
strong nonlinear effects arise in the selected microwave power range.
The observed spectrum has a spectral width of 300MHz and shows a
complex behavior, which might be attributed to microwave transmis-
sion characteristics of the used CPW antenna. Comparison of the
spectral distribution close to the antenna with the distribution after
several micrometers of propagation [Fig. 2(b)] reveals that the low-
frequency part of the spectrum is strongly attenuated. These states are
likely close to the ferromagnetic resonance of the structure and, thus,
as it is shown in the following, exhibit only a small group velocity.

To support the findings, micromagnetic simulations are con-
ducted using a sinc-function pulse to realize a broadband excitation of
the whole dispersion relation. In Fig. 3(a), the resulting excited spec-
trum is shown for the experimentally accessible wavevector range. A
clear single-mode state in frequency is observed following a monoto-
nous function. However, the absolute frequency is shifted by approxi-
mately 300MHz with respect to the experimental results of Fig. 2,
which indicates that the magnetic parameters are slightly alternated by
the structuring process.13 In addition, a small variation of the magnetic
width of the structure can also significantly impact the spin-wave fre-
quency on the present scale. The various small gaps in the dispersion
relationship are caused by the wavevector selective excitation efficiency
of the CPW antenna, as shown in Fig. 3(b). Here, the efficiency is
approximated by the spatial Fourier transformation of the in-plane
field distribution; for a detailed discussion, see Ref. 35. The simulated
internal field distribution of the ground state is shown in Fig. 3(c). As
expected, large demagnetizing fields arise leading to a strongly

nonuniform internal field distribution along the external magnetic
field direction. Similar to micrometer-sized conduits, distinct regions
of a significantly reduced effective magnetic field are formed at the
edges of the structure. However, in contrast to the typically observed

FIG. 2. Spin-wave spectra dependent on the applied microwave power.
Continuous-excitation spin-wave spectra are measured at distances of (a) 1.5lm
and (b) 7lm from the CPW antenna. Low frequency states close to the ferromag-
netic resonance are strongly attenuated. The spectra are normalized with respect
to the thermal noise level.

FIG. 3. Micromagnetic simulations of the investigated structure. (a) The dispersion rela-
tionship shows a distinct single-mode behavior in the experimentally accessible wavevec-
tor range. Logarithm of the intensity is displayed. (b) Excitation efficiency of the CPW
antenna, approximated by the spatial Fourier transformation of the in-plane field distribu-
tion. The wavevector selectivity causes several gaps, visible in (a). (c) Y-component of the
internal magnetic field of the ground state. The distribution of the internal magnetic field
along the y-direction is strongly inhomogeneous. (d) Normalized absolute value of the
dynamic out-of-plane magnetization component jmdyn

z j for a frequency of 7.26GHz and
k ¼ 7.5 rad lm�1. The profile is rather homogeneous (note the scale from 0.93 to 1). (e)
The extracted spectral distribution shows a large intensity difference for counter-
propagating spin waves. Comparison of the spectral width with Fig. 2 indicates that the
experiment is limited to the first two excitation efficiency maxima of the CPW antenna. (f)
A small frequency nonreciprocity for counter-propagating waves is found in the dispersion
relation, which is caused by the trapezoidal cross section of the structure. The group veloc-
ity is much larger than that for waves of the corresponding longitudinal magnetized state.
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edge mode and center mode states,28–30 the mode is neither localized
in the center nor at the edges of the structure, as it can be seen from
the mode profile (normalized absolute value of the dynamic out-
of-plane magnetization component jmdyn

z j), shown in Fig. 3(d) for a
frequency of 7.26GHz and k ¼ 7.5 rad lm�1. The profile is rather
homogeneous across the width and extends fully into the edge regime
of the structure. Additional simulations for different structure widths
(see the supplementary material) reveal that the investigated mode is
actually the formerly localized edge mode observed in larger struc-
tures, which continuously transforms into a homogeneous mode for
decreasing width. In contrast, the former mode localized in the center
is strongly lifted in frequency due to the increasing quantization and
the associated strong exchange contribution. Thus, a broad single-
mode frequency range is established and a true edge mode is not
present in the system.

Extraction of the respective spectral distribution, see Fig. 3(e),
shows an intensity difference for counter-propagating waves (k� and
kþ), which is caused by a nonreciprocal excitation efficiency of the
MSSW when using a microwave antenna.8,35 Moreover, comparison
of the spectra with Fig. 2 indicates that the experiment is limited to the
first two excitation efficiency maxima of the CPW antenna. Excitation
maxima of higher order are likely not observed due to the limited sen-
sitivity of the used BLS setup, especially due to the small amount of
probed material and the background of thermal spin waves, leading to
an increased noise level in the experiment.

In Fig. 3(f), the dispersion relationship, derived from a sixth-
order polynomial approximation of Fig. 3(a), and the group velocity,
extracted as the derivative of the dispersion relationship, are shown.
Similar to microscopic systems (see the supplementary material), the
transversely magnetized state offers a high and much larger group
velocity than the waves of the corresponding longitudinal magnetized
state.13

In the following, the group velocity and the decay length are
determined experimentally by a direct measurement of propagating
spin-wave packets to further characterize the system and investigate
whether a long range spin-wave propagation can be realized in such
nano-scaled systems. Thus, a pulsed excitation with a pulse length of
50 ns and a repetition time of 350 ns is used, choosing an applied
microwave power of�10 dBm to ensure an operation within the linear
regime. In Fig. 4(a), time-resolved BLS measurements of the excited
spin-wave packets are shown for different positions along the conduit.
The respective center-of-mass arrival time of the pulse is determined
by subtracting the thermal noise and calculating the weighted average
of the packet. A linear approximation of the packet arrival time, as
shown in Fig. 4(b), yields the group velocity vg. Additionally, the decay
length can be extracted from the integrated pulse intensity of each
position by approximating the decay as follows:

I ¼ I1 exp ð�2x=kDÞ þ I0: (1)

Here, I1 denotes the initial intensity, I0 the offset intensity, x the posi-
tion, and kD the decay length. Extracted according to this principle,
the resulting group velocities and decay lengths are presented in Fig.
4(c). The velocity lies within the expected range predicted by the simu-
lations when compared for wavevectors up to 10 rad lm�1, see Fig.
3(f), and follows the rising trend to higher frequencies. However, an
unexpected large velocity is observed for the smallest investigated fre-
quency not covered by the prediction of the simulations. This might

be an artifact attributed to an additional influence of the out-of-plane
excitation field components, which are not localized at the antenna
but reach a certain distance along the waveguide. This excitation has
the largest efficiency for small wavevectors (frequencies closer to
k¼ 0) and drops off significantly for larger wavevectors. In contrast,
the decay length follows a steep increase up to a maximum of
(8.06 1.5) lm, slightly dropping off for higher frequencies. For com-
parison, the corresponding cw excitation spectrum is displayed in Fig.
4(d), which is, however, slightly shifted to smaller frequencies due to a
small magnetic field difference of 0.2mT. Taking this shift into
account, the second spectral peak matches the frequency of the

FIG. 4. (a) Spin-wave pulses detected at different distances from the CPW antenna
for a chosen excitation frequency of 7.47 GHz. (b) Center-of-mass arrival time of
the spin-wave pulses of (a). A linear approximation yields the group velocity of the
wave packets. (c) Group velocity for various excitation frequencies extracted
according to the principle presented in (a) and (b). The decay length is calculated
from the integrated intensity of the spin-wave pulses. The associated cw excitation
spectrum shown in (d) is slightly shifted to lower frequencies due to a magnetic field
difference of 0.2 mT compared to (c). (e) Experimental lifetime derived from the
decay length and group velocity. All data are measured for an applied power of
�10 dBm.
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maximum decay length. We would like to point out that the observed
decay length of 8.0lm is significantly larger in comparison to reported
values in the longitudinal magnetization configuration of 1.8lm.13

This potentially enables complex nano-sized integrated spin-wave cir-
cuits consisting of multiple elements without any means of intermedi-
ate amplification, severely lowering the energy consumption of such
circuits.

In the following, the lifetime s of the propagating waves, shown
in Fig. 4(e), is derived from the experimental results using the follow-
ing expression:22

s ¼ kD=vg: (2)

Here, a rather large lifetime of up to (44.76 9.1) ns is found.
Calculating the lifetime of the ferromagnetic resonance of the plain
film as a comparison,22 considering the decreased internal magnetic
field of the transverse magnetization state, results in 112.5 ns for only
Gilbert type losses and 39.2ns taking the full linewidth into account.
Here, two effects likely take place affecting the considerations: on the
one hand, the structuring procedure influences the material parame-
ters13 and potentially reduces the lifetime compared to the plain film.
On the other hand, the nonlocal inhomogeneous linewidth broaden-
ing extracted from the plain film overestimates the effective inhomoge-
neity on the length scale of the nano-structure.36 Thus, a comparison
to the full linewidth of the plain film can yield a lifetime smaller than
the lifetime of the nano-structure. Nonetheless, the measured lifetime
exceeds other commonly used materials such as Permalloy37 by far,
even when compared to microscopic or macroscopic systems.

Finally, we would like to discuss a peculiarity of the investigated
system, observed in Fig. 3(f). The simulated dispersion relationship
exhibits a small frequency nonreciprocity, which is caused by the trap-
ezoidal cross section of the structure and the associated internal field
distribution [Fig. 3(c)]. This introduces an additional spatial symmetry
break, similar to the case of magnetic bilayers.38 In Fig. 5, two mea-
sured spectra for normal and inverted field polarity are shown, which
equal a switch of the dispersion branch from k�=þ to kþ=�. Indeed, a

distinct nonreciprocity with a frequency shift of 75MHz is found,
which is substantially larger than the predicted shift of 20MHz–30
MHz for spin waves in the range of 7 rad lm�1–10 rad lm�1 [see Fig.
3(f)]. It should be noted that the observed frequency shift is likely
influenced by the nonreciprocal excitation efficiency for both configu-
rations, leading to different spin-wave densities and, thus, to a different
nonlinear frequency downshift potentially increasing the observed fre-
quency gap. In the supplementary material, the absence of the nonre-
ciprocity for a rectangular cross section is shown and additional
influences are discussed. Nonetheless, such a pronounced nonreci-
procity is of particular interest for an application in spin-wave devices
since it allows for, e.g., the construction of a nano-sized spin-wave
diode.

To conclude, we presented a study of propagating spin-wave
packets in a transversely magnetized nano-scaled YIG conduit of
50 nm width. Micromagnetic simulations are performed to support
the experimental findings, revealing a broad single-mode frequency
range. It is shown that the investigated mode originates from an edge
mode but, in contrast to the common localized edge modes in micro-
scopic systems, has a rather homogeneous distribution across the
width of the structure. A large spin-wave group velocity is measured
and a long-range spin-wave propagation is observed with a decay
length of up to (8.06 1.5) lm, which is multiple times larger than
reported values for the corresponding longitudinal magnetized state.13

In addition, a large spin-wave lifetime of up to (44.76 9.1) ns is found.
Furthermore, a frequency nonreciprocity for counter-propagating spin
waves is observed and experimentally verified, which is caused by the
trapezoidal cross section of the structure and the associated internal
field distribution. This nonreciprocity and the revealed long-distance
spin-wave propagation on the nano-scale are particularly interesting
for an application in spin-wave devices, allowing for long-distance
transport of information in magnonic circuits and low-energy device
architectures potentially opening up the path to multi-element circuits
without intermediate amplification.

See the supplementary material for additional information on the
origin of the investigated mode and the mode spectrum for different
waveguide widths and a discussion of the group velocity for transverse
and longitudinal magnetized microscopic waveguides.
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